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1 — (Q83) The returns to brokerage depend on senior management recognizing the importance of informal social networks for performance. True or false?

A. True

B. False
2 — (Q152) In contributing to the success of the M-16, Gene Stoner behaved like a person in a broker, clique, or partner network?

A. Broker
B. Clique
C. Partner
D. Closed Partner
E. Open Partner
Network brokers have information advantages that help them detect and develop rewarding opportunities. All of the following are broker information advantages, except:

A. Reputation
B. Timing
C. Breadth
D. Arbitrage
E. Framing
After running 360 evaluations for two years, the head of HR has correlations computed between average evaluations in the two years. The higher the correlation, the more that employee reputation persisted between years. Plotting individual reputation correlations against links between the people evaluating each employee yields the below graph for the trading division versus the banking division. **How is reputation different in the two divisions?**

- **A.** Banker reputations are more associated with compensation.
- **B.** Banker reputations persist longer in closed networks.
- **C.** Trader reputations persist longer in closed networks.
- **D.** Trader reputations show no change over time, on average.
- **E.** Traders have more positive reputations.
We discussed network brokerage facilitated by a broker’s job rank, status, and reputation. As contingency factors for successful brokerage the three variables are most similar with respect to:

A. Authority of eligible brokers

B. Visibility of eligible brokers

C. Broker eligibility to broker

D. Cost of the broker’s proposal

E. Number of eligible brokers